Plan sponsors
can use automatic
rollover IRAs to relieve
them of cost and responsibility
of orphaned retirement accounts—
small balances sometimes left behind by terminating employees.
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he scenario is becoming increasingly common. An employer combs
through the company retirement plan
and makes an unsettling discovery:
The company is saddled with many
lingering small account balances that are growing in number each year.
They are, in fact, orphaned retirement balances, left behind by employees who have moved
on to another company and may have forgotten about their funds. Employers that make this
discovery are often unaware of the extent of the
costs and responsibilities associated with these
small accounts—and they may not be aware of an
easy way to remove the former employees from
the plan while helping locate the participant.
When employees exit a company, they frequently leave a small balance in their retirement
account behind, failing to transfer the funds or
to instruct the company on how to handle them.
This leaves employers in a bit of a lurch, as they
often lose track of former employees. That raises
a question: What should plan sponsors do with
retirement balances of former employees who
can’t be found?
The costs of administering accounts of missing or nonresponsive former employees can be
significant. These accounts also may expose plan
sponsors to greater fiduciary responsibility and
impair effective plan administration.
An automatic rollover individual retirement
account (IRA) is an effective way of minimizing
small balances from a company’s retirement plan.
The automatic rollover IRA, which often costs an
employer nothing, holds a missing participant’s
retirement funds while relieving the employer of
the cost, liability and responsibility of maintaining the accounts.
Automatic rollovers are applicable for almost
all Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA) plans. This article focuses mostly on
401(k) plans because they are the most common.
Assets in employer-sponsored defined contribution (DC) plans have increased dramatically over
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the past quarter century, going from
26% of employer plan assets in 1985
to 40% by the end of 2013, according
to the Investment Company Institute.
Combined, DC plans held an estimated $5.9 trillion in assets by the end of
2013, with $4.2 trillion of those assets
held in 401(k)-type plans.
But while plan participation may be
at an all-time high, longevity at companies is not. The Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that in January 2014, the
median number of years wage and salary workers had been with their current
employer was 4.6. The bureau noted
that the median employee tenure generally was higher among older workers
than younger ones. For example, the
median tenure of workers between the
ages of 55 and 64 was 10.4 years, compared with three years for workers between the ages of 25 and 34.
There was a time when it was commendable to remain at a job for a few
decades, to climb up the corporate ladder to a coveted executive position reserved only for the most dedicated and
loyal. Over the years, however, a diverse
resumé has become not only more valued, but expected, as an indicator that
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an employee brings a wide range of experiences and skills to the table from
a variety of companies, positions and
geographies. Most prominently fueling
that trend has likely been the millennial generation, which is forging its own
path in the job marketplace as workers
switch jobs at record levels. Lifetime
employment with the same company is
a thing of the past.
Events such as the 2008 financial crisis also helped cause a dramatic spike
in the number of job terminations from
companies in upheaval and, in many
cases, terminated employees left retirement balances behind. Employees in
these situations are likely to be focused
on finding another job or on relocating
and may give little thought to the fate of
their retirement money.
The introduction of automatic enrollment to participants also helped
change this landscape. In 1998, the
Internal Revenue Service began allowing employers to enroll participants via
“negative elections,” or automatic enrollments, into 401(k) plans for newly
eligible employees. Workers who took
no action could be enrolled automatically in their employer’s retirement

savings plan. Many employees were
enrolled in a plan without action—or
knowledge—on their part. Retirement
balances were created exponentially
and, in some cases, employees left their
companies unaware that account balances existed under their names.
While former employees do not realize these retirement accounts exist, employers are often oblivious to how many
of these small orphaned accounts have
accumulated and the high collective cost
that comes with maintaining them. According to recent data from Benefitspro
.com and the Boston Research Group,
the cost can be significant. The organizations reported that 9.5 million employees change jobs each year and that 38
million retirement accounts connected
with former employees are left with previous employers. The average recordkeeping, custody and administration fee
per account is $92 a year, which adds up
to an estimated $3.5 billion annual cost
to plan sponsors for accounts belonging
to former employees. The estimated cost
of former employees over a ten-year period is $43.5 billion.
Large recordkeepers and investment companies charge a median fee
of $92 per participant per year for
recordkeeping, investment and other
administrative costs, according to the
New England Pension Consultants.
This cost may be covered in a number
of ways. Mutual fund reimbursements,
for example, may offset the costs. Mutual fund reimbursements typically
range from 25 to 50 basis points annually (a basis point is equal to 1/100th of
1%). With a reimbursement payment
of 35 basis points, an account balance
of $5,000 would translate into an average annual reimbursement of $17.50
($5,000 times .0035).
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After reimbursement, in this small-balance situation, a
shortfall remains. A plan sponsor and/or plan participants
still would need to pay $74.50 ($92 less $17.50) in recordkeeping costs to the recordkeeper or custodian. If the account size is smaller, the amount received from the mutual
fund will be less, increasing the shortfall. Regardless, the plan
sponsor and/or the participants in the plan pay the remainder. Generally, the higher the number of small accounts, the
larger the shortfall passed on to other participants.
Put more simply, a larger plan participant with a $300,000
balance and a smaller plan participant with a $2,000 balance
may register the same level of activity and have the same
cost structure. However, the amount of reimbursement that
comes back to the plan sponsor to pay for the costs of smaller
plan participant is much less. That is, administrators are responsible for the same amount of work, but their reimbursements for accounts with low balances will be much smaller.
The accumulation of these lingering accounts becomes
particularly critical when considering the fiduciary responsibility that comes with them. As a fiduciary, a plan sponsor is
bound by law to do what’s in the best interest of the participant. Significantly, a plan sponsor must treat all participants
equally and is barred from showing favoritism toward the
larger, more profitable accounts. That poses a litigation risk
to plan sponsors. If participants with larger plan balances are
actually paying a higher dollar portion of the costs, it could
lead to a class action lawsuit that claims the larger participants are overpaying relative to other balances.
Additionally, plan sponsors are responsible for notifying
all participants—with big or small accounts, whether current
or former employees—regarding developments such as regulatory changes or the addition of new mutual funds. If employers lack current contact information for former employees, it is their responsibility to track down former employees
to ensure they are properly notified.
The company must embark on a costly and time-consuming pursuit to locate these participants. The company
can launch a direct mail, e-mail and phone campaign to attempt to reach each individual. But employers may not have
the time or resources to invest in the appropriate tracking
tools to efficiently locate lost participants. This could make
them liable for fines imposed by the Department of Labor
(DOL) and a judgment under ERISA if they fail to do what’s
required of them as fiduciaries. Furthermore, individuals
who are reached are not required by law to take any action.

Here’s the good news. The Economic Growth and Tax
Relief Reconciliation Act (EGTRRA) of 2001 amended the
Internal Revenue Code to allow plans to establish IRAs for
former employees with balances within a specific range. In
September 2004, DOL published final regulations providing plan sponsors with a safe harbor for rolling over distributions to automatic rollover IRAs. If the rollover is done
in accordance with DOL rules, the plan sponsor will be
deemed to have satisfied its fiduciary duties under ERISA.
To meet the safe harbor regulations for ongoing retirement
plans, the present value of the participant’s vested account
balance may not be more than $5,000 or, if the plan so provides, $5,000 plus amounts and earnings rolled over from
other plans.
The development allows companies to roll over retirement funds from missing and nonresponsive participants
with assets of $5,000 or less to a custodian that will create and
administer an IRA in the ex-employee’s name. This allows
plan sponsors to effectively distribute participant account
funds to the participants or to a qualified IRA provider as
an automatic rollover. The plan sponsor saves money, time
and personnel resources while preserving the benefits of tax
deferral for former plan participants.
The advantage of opting for an automatic rollover is
that DOL relieves plan sponsors of all fiduciary obligations
as they relate to the rolled-over participant going forward.
The automatic rollover IRA can be used for terminating DC
plans, but DOL requires the plan sponsor or administrator
to jump through a few extra search efforts. In a January 2014
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Field Assistance Bulletin, DOL specifies mandatory search
methods that plan sponsors must first employ to locate the
missing employees, such as sending certified mail or checking related plan records. DOL also requires using aids such
as Internet search tools or credit reporting agencies. Once
these additional steps are completed and the participant is
still not located, the plan sponsor or administrator can utilize
automatic rollover IRAs. It can be for any balance amount.
Plan sponsors should know that when these small balances are removed from retirement plans, it results in fewer
participants, relatively larger account balances, lower fixed
costs and a higher average account value when revenue reimbursements are calculated.
When a plan sponsor is ready to select an automatic rollover partner, it may want to consider how long a firm has
been providing the service, the number of rollover accounts
it has established and how many people are dedicated to
servicing these former employees. The sponsor also should

evaluate how advanced the IRA provider’s technology is.
That will be an indication of how safely and swiftly the vendor can process the electronic transfer of information and
funds to the IRA.
The ideal partner firm will accept all of a company’s
small accounts. Many financial services firms are not interested in small IRA accounts and are not structured to
efficiently open and administer a large number of them.
Another important difference is that some IRA providers
continue the search for missing participants while others
do not. Fee structures also vary. Most charge the participant a modest establishment fee and annual fee, and some
IRA providers charge the plan sponsor to establish the rollover relationship process.
Employers may want to consider an IRA provider that is
skilled at locating participants whose whereabouts are unknown and whose contact information is not easily retrievable. A skilled provider will be trained in reuniting people
with their account balances.
The automatic rollover option becomes indispensable as
the number of missing participants grows to an unmanageable quantity. For active/ongoing retirement plans, automatic rollovers can be applied only to balances of $5,000 or less,
but that range is where the majority of the problem lies. It
was never the intention of these plans to provide benefits to
nonemployees and, as DOL has agreed, these lingering balances ultimately can become an undue burden and litigation
risk for employers. While the automatic rollover option has
been in place for years, some plan sponsors are still unaware
of its existence or of its potential to relieve them of significant
cost and fiduciary responsibilities.
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